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1. The Epistemology of Collective Subjects

In recent years many philosophers have pursued questions about the nature of groups and group activity, including group action, group intention, group belief, and so forth. Salient contributions to this literature include Bratman (1999); Gilbert (1989, 1994, 2002); Lackey (this volume; forthcoming), List and Pettit (2005, 2011); Pettit (2003); Quinton (1975/76); Schmitt (1994, 2006); Searle (1995); Tollefsen (2007); Tuomela (1992, 2007); and Wray (2010). There is widespread agreement that groups -- at least some groups -- are the bearers of propositional attitudes. Such attitudes are colloquially ascribed to many groups, and most philosophers who write on the subject endorse the aptness of such ascriptions. Of special interest here is a subclass of propositional attitudes, namely, "doxastic" attitudes, including belief, disbelief, suspension of judgment, and degrees of confidence. Courts of law, scientific panels, athletic teams, and institutional bodies of many varieties are described in terms of such attitudes.

A few social epistemologists have worked not only on collective belief per se but on its epistemic appraisal. This topic has been treated by Schmitt (1994, 2006), Mathiesen (2006), Bird (2010), and List and Pettit (2011), among others. Here I focus on one narrow question in collective epistemology: the justification question. Justification questions certainly arise from time to time in public discourse. When the Bush Administration claimed that Saddam Hussein possessed weapons of mass destruction, many people questioned whether the Administration was justified in holding this belief (assuming they really believed it).

When it comes to group justification, a natural thought is that such justifiedness must arise from the justified beliefs of its members. This paper therefore devotes considerable attention to the question of justificational dependence in general, laying the ground for decisions about justificational dependence of groups on their members. Collective epistemologists generally agree that a group's possession of a belief typically derives (in some fashion) from those of its members. In this paper, however, the focus is not on group belief but on the justificational status of such beliefs.
It is generally acknowledged that groups come in different varieties, ranging from loose, unstructured assemblages of individuals to highly structured, organized collectivities. The present discussion focuses on more formally structured groups with some kind of unifying organization. Whether the theory also applies to looser, merely "summative" groups is discussed briefly in section 10.

2. The Metaphysics and Epistemology of Collective Entities

How the beliefs of collective subjects are aligned with beliefs of their members is one question for the theory of group, or collective, subjects. List and Pettit suggest that collective subjects have a qualified supervenience relation to their members. This is a reasonable metaphysical position, by my lights, but it might be preferable to substitute an increasingly popular term of metaphysical art, namely, the grounding relation (Fine 1994, Schaffer 2009). The claim might then be that the propositional attitudes of collective subjects are grounded in propositional attitudes of their members plus the group's organizational structure. Under either proposal, group agents are seen as distinct from their members (singly or collectively), a result that List and Pettit, for example, embrace.

A full investigation of the relations between groups and their members, however, must distinguish between metaphysical and epistemological matters. For present purposes there are two types of questions in this territory I call "metaphysical'. One type is: Do group entities exist at all? What types of groups are there? A second type of question is psychological. Do group entities have psychological properties, specifically, propositional attitudes? If so, how are a group's attitudes related to those of its members? Both types of questions should be distinguished cleanly from epistemological ones, especially the justification question. My main aim here is to inquire into the determinants of justificational status (J-status) for collective beliefs.

3. Collective Psychology vs. Collective Epistemology

Before turning to questions about collective justifiedness, however, let us consider the subject of collective belief. List and Pettit (2011) offer the most systematic treatment of collective belief,¹ and I shall generally follow their treatment. However, I shall not spell out in detail any particular theory of group belief. That is a difficult enough problem in its own right, and I'll have enough on my hands with
the theory of justification. Nonetheless, it helps to have a suitable sample of such a theory before us, and I shall use the List-Pettit model for that purpose.\textsuperscript{2}

List and Pettit assume that group beliefs are the outputs of a function that takes profiles of individual members' beliefs as inputs and yields collective beliefs as outputs. Such a mapping is a judgment aggregation function, or, as I shall call it, a belief aggregation function (BAF). An example of a BAF is the majoritarian rule according to which a group believes proposition P if and only if a majority of group members believe P. Another example is a supermajoritarian rule, in which the group believes P just in case a qualified majority of members do so (e.g., two thirds). Another example is dictatorship, in which the group belief is always the same as that of a fixed member.

The idea of a BAF is initially presented in terms of rules that groups formulate and adhere to when forming beliefs of their own as a function of their members' beliefs. However, the same concept can be applied to groups that have no officially formulated rules to govern their belief-forming methods. Instead, interpersonal mechanisms of psychological influence give rise to patterns describable in terms of such a rule. These types of groups can be subsumed under the BAF framework. List and Pettit call this a "functionally inexplicit organizational structure" (2011: 60). "Organizational structure" also refers to ways by which a group enacts and implements a BAF (List and Pettit 2011: 60). For example, majority voting can be implemented by paper ballots or electronic ones, or by a process of deliberation that leads group members to converge on the attitudes of the majority.

Having introduced the idea of an organizational structure, List and Pettit proceed to explain the relation between group attitudes and member attitudes as follows:

The things a group agent does are clearly determined by the things its members do; they cannot emerge independently. In particular, no group agent can form intentional attitudes without these being determined, in one way or other, by certain contributions of its members, and no group agent can act without one or more of its members acting. (2011: 64).

Despite this, however, they also argue for a degree of autonomy for group agents. Group beliefs do not supervene on member beliefs in a proposition-wise fashion but instead via a looser relation of holistic supervenience in which the set of group beliefs across propositions is determined by sets of individual attitudes across all of the same propositions (not each proposition taken singly) (2011: 69). From this they infer that "individual and group attitudes can come apart in surprising ways, thereby establishing a
certain autonomy for the group agent" (2011: 69). For present purposes, as indicated earlier, it suffices to say that group minds have the metaphysical relation of being grounded in individual minds. Because grounding is an irreflexive relation, it follows that group minds are non-identical with any individual minds (or sets thereof), and non-identity is all we really need for our epistemological purposes.

4. Justification Transmission: Intrapersonal vs. Interpersonal

Before turning to group justification, it will help to highlight certain features of justificational factors in individuals. In the individual domain I shall spotlight some contrasts between intrapersonal and interpersonal justification relations. It is convenient at this point to formulate the issues in the terminology of "reasons."

Suppose Jones has a good reason, R, for believing P. For example, she already justifiedly believes certain premises that entail P and she recognizes this entailment. Does she therefore have at least prima facie (propositional) justification for believing P? Yes. Special cases aside, possessing good reason(s) R automatically gives Jones such justification for believing P.\(^3\) Now consider a different case. Although Jones lacks reason R, Smith possesses R. Does Smith's having reason R automatically give Jones prima facie justification for believing P? Of course not! One person's reason, or justification, never transfers automatically to a second person. Granted, Jones might acquire good reason to believe that Smith has a good reason to believe P; she might have this higher-order reason without knowing what Smith's reason is. As Richard Feldman has quipped, "evidence for evidence is evidence." In this new case Jones' evidence is not R, but the (different) fact that Smith has a good reason to believe P. The fact that Jones has this higher-order reason does not imply that this reason emerges automatically from Smith's having his first-order reason, namely R.

The foregoing points are perfectly compatible, of course, with the thesis that if Smith has reason R to believe P, he can often easily convey it to Jones via testimony. Hearing Smith assert P and provide the supporting reason R will often give Jones reason to believe P. But such conveyance of reasons does not occur automatically; a testimonial act (plus other suitable conditions) is required. And such a testimonial act will not always suffice, especially if Jones has prior reasons to doubt Smith's credibility.

Granted this point, can a hearer become testimonially justified in believing P if the speaker himself is unjustified in believing P? In other words, is speaker justifiedness necessary for hearer justifiedness? Lackey (1999, 2008) argues convincingly to the contrary for both knowledge and
justification. She offers a varied array of examples to demonstrate the point that speaker justifiedness is neither necessary nor sufficient for hearer knowledge or justifiedness (Lackey 2008: 47-71). Even Schmitt (2006), who defends what he calls the "transindividual basing thesis," presents an example of his own to show the non-necessity of a speaker being justified as a condition of a hearer being justified. Schmitt writes: "I can have a justified belief that there are strawberries in the refrigerator on Tina's testimony even if Tina has no good reason to believe this, if I justifiedly though mistakenly believe that Tina has a good reason to believe this" (2006: 193-4).

Our target questions about group justification parallel those we have just been discussing. Are the J-statuses of members' beliefs automatically transmitted to the J-status of a group belief? Does the relation between group and member justifiedness parallel the case of intrapersonal inference, in which the J-statuses of one's own premise beliefs are automatically transferred to one's conclusion beliefs? Or is it more similar to interpersonal cases, in which no such automatic transmission occurs, and instead testimonial acts are normally required? Let us proceed here with the help of an example.

5. Member/Group Justification Transmission? The British Museum Example

What kinds of justification relations obtain between a group's belief in P and its members' beliefs in P? To explore this problem, consider the following example (see Table 1). G is a group whose members consist of 100 guards (M₁ - M₁₀₀) at the British Museum. Each of the first 20 guards, M₁-M₂₀, justifiedly believes that guard Albert is planning an inside theft of a famous painting (= A). By deduction from A, each of them infers the (existential) proposition that there is a guard who is planning such a theft (= T). The remaining 80 guards do not believe and are not justified in believing A. Each of the second 20 guards, M₂₁-M₄₀, justifiedly believes that Bernard is planning an inside theft (= B), and deductively infers T from B. The other 80 members do not believe B. Each of a third group of 20 members, M₄₁-M₆₀, justifiedly believes that guard Cecil is planning an inside theft (= C) and deductively infers T from C. The 80 others do not believe C. Thus, 60 members of G (justifiedly) believe T by deduction from some premise he/she justifiedly believes.

What does group G believe (whether justifiedly or unjustifiedly) with respect to these matters? To answer this question we must make some assumptions about G's psychology, especially the BAF by which members' beliefs in various propositions are mapped into G's beliefs. Assume that this BAF is a supermajoritarian operation that proceeds in a proposition-wise fashion. G believes a proposition P if
and only if at least 60% of its members believe P. Because 60% of G's members believe T, it follows that G itself believes T. But no premise or set of premises believed by G jointly entail T. G believes neither A nor B nor C, because each of these propositions is affirmed by only 20% of G's members and rejected by the remainder. Further assume that G believes no other suitable premises. So, G believes no premises that deductively imply T; but G does believe T. The upshot is that G believes T; but it is unclear whether its belief in T is justified.

**Individual-Level Beliefs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>About the premises</th>
<th>About the conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 members bel (A) (J'dly)</td>
<td>60 members bel (T) (J'dly)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 members bel (B) (J'dly)</td>
<td>40 members do not bel (T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 members bel (C) (J'dly)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 members do not bel (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 members do not bel (B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 members do not bel (C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Group-Level Beliefs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>About the premises</th>
<th>About the conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G does not bel (A)</td>
<td>G believes T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G does not bel (B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G does not bel (C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1**

There are two ways G's justificational status vis-à-vis T might be approached: in light of other beliefs of G and their J-statuses or in light of the members' beliefs (vis-à-vis T) and their J-statuses. What emerges if we consider the J-status of G's belief in T in light of its members' beliefs? Recall how the case was described. First, only 20 members of G have justified beliefs in A, 20 have justified beliefs in B, and 20 have justified beliefs in C. There is no obvious route from these J-statuses to G's being justified in believing A, believing B, or believing C. But wait! We also concluded that each of 60 members justifiedly believes T, in virtue of deducing it from either A, B, or C. Moreover, each of the
premises on which the sixty members based their respective inferences to T justifiedly believed them. So, sixty members justifiedly believe T.

Let us now assume a sample justification aggregation function (JAF), viz., JAF-1:

\text{(JAF-1) If at least sixty percent of G's members justifiedly believe P, G is also justified in believing P.}

JAF-1 is not presented as a correct JAF, or even a prototype of one. Nonetheless, it is instructive to consider JAF-1 as a sample principle in order to explore the British Museum example and get a feel for member/group aggregation patterns. It will also help us draw a distinction between "vertical" and "horizontal" methods of group justification acquisition. Notice that JAF-1 mirrors the BAF previously postulated for G. There is no necessary connection, however, in the sense that a JAF must always "sanction," or approve of, whatever BAF a given group selects. On the contrary, a given BAF may be one that a suitable JAF would classify as unsuitable for generating justified group beliefs. In particular, I will later propose principles of justifiedness that are linked to reliability, i.e., truth conduciveness, implying that an acceptable JAF would not authorize just any old BAF. Proper BAFs (ones that can help generate justified group beliefs) will have to be ones that meet suitable standards of truth-conducivity. This will become clearer in later sections. For illustrative purposes, however, it is convenient to begin with a "paired" set of BAF and JAF.

As previously indicated, I do not mean to present here any particular account of group belief, or how such beliefs are formed. On one possible approach groups can select their own BAFs as they see fit. It might be done by some sort of "constitutional" act, as it were. Alternatively, BAFs might be artifacts of socio-psychological forces operative within a group's membership, without requiring any voluntary choice or decision on their part. The core question of interest in this section concerns the dependence (or transmission) relation between the J-statuses of a group's beliefs and the J-statuses of its members' beliefs. Using the British Museum example, we can pinpoint a core analytical problem about J-dependence relations.

The J-status of G's belief in T may be approached from two different perspectives or dimensions: the horizontal dimension and the vertical dimension. The horizontal dimension addresses the J-status of G's belief in T solely in terms of other beliefs of G, i.e., group-level beliefs. G's belief in T is unjustified in terms of horizontal J-dependence because G cannot infer T by any legitimate means from
any justified beliefs of its own. The situation is different, however, when we consider G's belief in T by reference to vertical J-dependence, i.e., G's position vis-à-vis its members. Consider the members' beliefs in T and the proportion of them that are justified. As sector Table I shows, 60% of the members justifiedly believe T. So, given JAF-1, G's belief in T seems to be justified (because 60% of G's members justifiedly believe T). We confront, then, something of a dilemma. The verdict delivered by the horizontal dimension and the verdict delivered by the vertical dimensions conflict with one another. Such a conflict cannot be tolerated in a satisfactory theory of group justifiedness. Which dimension should take priority: the horizontal one or the vertical one?

I raise this priority question only to set it aside. It is too large a question to settle in this paper. What I am going to undertake instead is a more modest task. I shall concentrate almost entirely on vertical J-dependence and seek to understand it better. Specifically, I seek to illuminate the crucial interface between member justifiedness and group justifiedness as it arises in the problem of justification aggregation. Moreover, I shall argue that an existing theory of individual justification -- namely, process reliabilism -- can be borrowed from mainstream individual epistemology and applied fruitfully to the present problem, with only a modest number of tweaks or modifications.

6. Two Models of J-Dependence between Groups and Their Members

The crucial question here is whether the justification dependence (J-dependence) relation between groups and their members more closely resembles intrapersonal J-dependence, where the J-status of a person's own states are often automatically transmitted to her other states, or more closely resembles interpersonal J-dependence where, lacking such automatic transmission, J-dependence typically requires acts of testimony. The intrapersonal J-dependence model I have in mind would include (i) automatic (default) transmission of J-status from believed premises to believed conclusion, and (ii) automatic (default) retention of J-status of a memory-preserved belief from one time to another. What I mean by automatic default transmission is that J-status transfer occurs automatically although its force can be defeated if the subject has beliefs or meta-beliefs that undercut the transmission process. Absent such defeaters, a memory-preserved belief continues to have (roughly) the same J-status it had originally; and the J-status of an inferred conclusion is shaped (in part) by the J-statuses of the premise beliefs. (The "in part" qualifier is required by the fact that the strength of the premises/conclusion support relation must also be factored into the equation.)
The second possibility is to interpret the J-dependence relation between groups and their members on the model of the J-dependence relations between testifiers and hearers. This view might be motivated by the List-Pettit view that groups have "minds of their own." This means that group minds are distinct from the minds of any of their members. If so, the intrapersonal model of J-dependence seems dicey and ill-motivated. The only alternative in play, moreover, would seem to be the interpersonal J-dependence relation, one person must communication his reasons to the other and hope that the hearer is suitably positioned (in terms of background beliefs) to accept this testimony justifiedly. In Schmitt's example of Tina illustrates (section 4 above), a hearer's justifiedness in believing the content of testimony depends on his own justified beliefs and not simply on those of the testifier. It does not automatically inherit the source's justificational state. On which model of J-dependence should the member/group justificational relationship be understood?

Here are several reasons to prefer the intrapersonal model to the interpersonal model. First, almost all theorists agree that there is a special, intimate relation between groups and their members. A group is in some sense "composed" of its members, and members' beliefs play some sort of "constitutive" role in determining, or grounding, group beliefs. The testifier/hearer model is intuitively inappropriate for the relation between members and group.

A problem confronting the testifier/hearer model concerns the communications that would have to occur between members and group. What communication could support the production of justified belief in the group concerning the requisite justified belief states of the members? If we think about the communication as something like a vote, with each member conveying its belief vis-à-vis the proposition in question, this would fail to provide crucial information about the various members' justifiedness. The distribution of members' beliefs alone is uninformative about the J-statuses of those beliefs. If, on the other hand, members must inform the group of their respective reasons or grounds in addition to the beliefs themselves, the quantity of information transmitted may become prohibitive.(for the group to assimilate).

In addition, who or what would be the receiver of these communications? What exactly is the group that would "hear" or otherwise register these communicative contents? Is it the entire membership of the group? Would every member have to receive messages from all of the other members with the propositional contents as sketched in the previous paragraph? That would be a massive amount of communication. And it is hard to see how it would be executed by groups of any
reasonable size of the sorts to which we often ascribe beliefs. In short, the testifier/hearer model of justification propagation seems hopeless as a realistic model of how this might transpire.

There are weighty reasons, therefore, to prefer the first model, in which a group's J-dependence on its members more closely resembles J-dependence relations for intra-personal rather than interpersonal cognition. This is what I am calling the "transmission" model of J-dependence, and it is what I shall assume in the remainder of this paper. However, the notion of (justificational) transmission must be tweaked a bit from the notion commonly found in the standard epistemological literature. To say that member M's J-status with respect to p is automatically "transmitted" to the group is not to say, or imply, that the group's J-status with respect to p automatically becomes the same as the J-status of M's belief. It only means that M's J-status with respect to p is one component of a multi-component vector that (vertically) influences the group's J-status with respect to p. Each of the other members of the group may also have J-statuses with respect to p and these will be additional components in the same vector. What interests us is how the entire vector of members' J-statuses affects the group's J-status.


To this point I have said nothing about what justification consists in, what it takes -- in "substantive" (non-epistemic) terms -- for an agent's belief to qualify as justified. Next, however, I offer a familiar theory of justification that this author and others have defended in previous writings, i.e., process reliabilism (Goldman 1979, 1986, 2008, 2011a, 2011b, 2012; Kornblith, 1980; Lyons 2009, 2011; Comesana 2002, 2009; Goldberg 2010; Schmitt 1984). Process reliabilism is traditionally advanced as an account of individual justification. With only a few tweakings, however, it can be extended to group justifiedness, as the rest of this paper undertakes to show. The paper does not attempt a full-scale account of group justifiedness. Such a theory would have to cover the "horizontal" dimension of justifiedness, and no full treatment of that dimension will be offered here. The paper continues to focus primarily on the distinctive feature of collective cognition, namely, acquisition of group justifiedness from members' justifiedness (with respect to the same proposition).

The core idea of process reliabilism is that a belief is justified just in case it is produced by a reliable belief-forming process -- or sequence of processes -- in the psychological history of the agent (Goldman, 1979). Exactly how reliable processes must be to confer justification is left vague, in virtue of the vagueness of the term "justified" itself. It is assumed that belief-forming processes (process
types) do not have to be 100% reliable. More fully, justification-conferring processes can be either unconditionally or conditionally reliable. A process is unconditionally reliable just in case its ratio of true beliefs to total beliefs (when operating in the relevant domain\(^8\)) is very high. Unconditional reliability is the appropriate standard for belief-independent processes, i.e., processes having no belief inputs. Belief-independent processes might include perception and introspection. Belief-dependent processes are ones that take beliefs as inputs to their operation. Such processes would include inference processes and (some kinds of) memory processes. For these processes unconditional reliability is an inappropriate standard. A given inference type might generate a great many false conclusion beliefs because it is often applied to false premise beliefs. This would not demonstrate any defect in the inference type. We can define a notion of conditional reliability, however, that supplies a more appropriate criterion. A process is conditionally reliable only if it has a high ratio of true belief outputs to total belief outputs for those cases in which the inputs to the process are (all) true.

As the phrase "belief-forming process" suggests, the heart of the theory includes the thesis that a belief token's J-status depends on how the token is causally produced, where causal production involves psychological processes. The idea applies most easily to the doxastic rather than the propositional sense of justifiedness, although it can also be adapted to the latter (Goldman 1979). In the main, the rest of this paper addresses doxastic justifiedness. That beliefs are formed (and retained) via psychological processes is uncontroversial for individuals. Here this idea is generalized to group, or organizational, processes. We have already assumed that groups have psychologies (section 2.). Group psychologies differ from those of individuals; but we can live with that difference. Since we are already tolerating group beliefs, why not profit (theoretically) by tolerating group belief-forming processes?

A further important feature of process reliabilism is the idea that if a belief is generated by a series of intermediate beliefs -- via a sequence of inferences, for example -- the final belief is justified only if it is the product of a succession of conditionally reliable processes each of which operates over justified input beliefs (see Goldman 1979). That these inputs must be justified, in order for an output belief to be justified, is an important requirement. The original theory assumed that output beliefs are justified only if all input beliefs to their processes are justified. In collective epistemology, however, this requirement may need to be relaxed. This is an instance of the inevitable need for tweaking when a theory originally designed for one domain is applied to a different domain.

With this overview of individual process reliabilism in hand, we turn now to the task of formulating and defending social (i.e., collective) process reliabilism, especially for the special topic of
justification aggregation. As previously indicated, we concentrate on the vertical dimension of justification, in which J-statuses of member beliefs play a central role in determining the J-status of an aggregated group belief. To mesh with process reliabilism, this idea must be re-construed in terms of processes. The processes in question will take profiles of individual beliefs as inputs and return group beliefs as outputs. We already encountered belief aggregation functions in section 5; but these aggregation functions should not be thought of as purely abstract functions. They should be thought of as functions that get implemented by some sort of (explicit or implicit) organizational processes. The J-statuses of group beliefs will then depend on (1) the J-statuses of their member belief inputs and (2) the conditional reliability of the belief aggregation processes used.

For convenience think of the prototypical process as a (secret) balloting process that occurs at a (physical or virtual) meeting of the group. Each member clicks a box on his/her computer screen to input her personal belief on the proposition in question. All ballots are transmitted to the group and aggregated automatically in accordance with the pre-selected aggregation procedure. The group belief so formed is then available for use by the group in ensuing decision-making or actional contexts. Our question, however, concerns the justificational status of the group's belief so formed. Although the members input only their beliefs, not the J-statuses of their beliefs (which they themselves may or may not know), each of their beliefs has a J-status, and the distribution of their beliefs plus J-statuses is what determines the J-status of the group belief. The group belief's J-status is a product of transmission from all of the members' J-statuses.

The process of J-transmission from members to group spans, or crosses, an agential gap, a gap between pairs of agents each consisting of an individual agent and a collective agent. Is this a tenable position for process reliabilism? After all, under traditional process reliabilism, all belief-forming processes take place entirely within the head of an individual agent. How can we now countenance a violation of this principle and still remain within the process-reliability tradition?

An analogous kind of "extension" of process reliabilism across agential gaps has been proposed by Sanford Goldberg (2010) for the case of testimony. Goldberg thinks of the process of receiving (and reacting to) testimony as a process that begins in the testifier's head, proceeds across the interpersonal gap via an utterance (or inscription), and culminates in cognitive activity of a receiver. Goldberg argues that this is fine analogue to a memory process in which a subject's earlier belief is retained in the subject's mind over some temporal interval; and as long as no "defeating" cognitive events occur during this interval, the J-status of the belief remains the same over time. In other words, as I understand him,
it is argued that the J-status of the belief is transmitted along with the belief itself. In extending this picture to testimony between persons, he claims to be adhering to the memory analogue.

Goldberg's proposal for testimony-based justification (and/or knowledge) parallels the present proposal for group justification. In testimony the J-status of interest is the J-status of the hearer's belief. Goldberg is saying that the justifiedness of the hearer's testimony-based belief is automatically transmitted from testifier to receiver. I am not persuaded by this kind of move in the case of testimony among individuals. But I am happy to accept it for collective belief. Although members report their beliefs to the group upon voting, the J-statuses of these beliefs are not similarly reported. Nonetheless, their J-statuses are transmitted (along with J-statuses of their co-members) and automatically influence the J-status of the group's resultant doxastic attitude. In assessing the J-status of the group's attitude, we should take into account not only what is the membership's belief-profile with respect to the proposition in question but what is its justification profile. Why do I accept this transmissional picture in the case of aggregation but not in the case of interpersonal testimony? The crucial difference is that two individuals are completely independent epistemic agents whereas group agents are essentially dependent on their members. The latter dependency is a good reason, by my lights, to acknowledge transmission in the group justification-determining process.

8. Collective Justifiedness and Belief-Forming Processes

Collective beliefs' J-statuses can potentially be affected by several kinds of events, states, and processes. These can be studied with the helpful guidance of Figure 1 below.

| M1:  |  |  |
|------|------------------|
| M2   | Bel (P) (UnJ'd)  |
| M3   | Rej (P) (UnJ'd)  |
| M4   | Bel (P) (J'd)    |

Figure 1
The left side of the diagram depicts individual members (M₁ through M₄) who utilize various belief-forming processes (shown with dashed lines and small arrows) that result in either acceptance or rejection of proposition P.⁹ Some of these resulting attitudes are justified, others unjustified. The block arrow in the middle of the diagram depicts a belief-aggregation process that runs from the profile of member attitudes to the group attitude shown on the far right. The J-status of this group belief is partly a function of the members' attitudes and their J-statuses that comprise its inputs and partly a function of the reliability of the process itself, specifically, its conditional reliability.

A key feature of process reliabilism is its historicity. Under individual process reliabilism a justification-relevant history of beliefs consists of psychological events that operate (over variable periods of time) to generate individual beliefs. Traditional epistemology was driven by an attachment to "solipsism of the moment," according to which the justificational status of a subject's believing something at time t is determined exclusively what holds of the subject at time t (especially, his/her mental states at t). By contrast, historical reliabilism says that mental or cognitive events occurring in the subject at times earlier than t can also (indirectly) influence the J-status of a subsequent belief at t. This is why chains of belief-forming processes going back in time can be relevant to a dated belief's J-status. (The historical feature of reliabilism is not fully represented in the diagram. See section 9 below.) When we turn to social process reliabilism, the relevant histories include both the sequence of individual processes that occur in each group member plus the member/group processes that give rise to group doxastic outputs. The full story would also include ("horizontal") processes occurring within a given group; but we agreed to ignore these horizontal processes for most of our discussion.

Our next task is to be more specific about the nature of the aggregation processes that span the member/group "gap" and how to assess their reliability. In the existing literature on belief (or judgment) aggregation, the standard term used is aggregation function. Can we replace the notion of an aggregation function with that of an aggregation process and produce a satisfactory theory within the framework of process reliabilism? "Functions" seem to be rather abstract and mathematical; processes are neither. How can one replace the other?

It is profitable here to re-introduce List and Pettit's notion of an "organizational structure" (section 3 above). Organizational structures, it will be recalled, are rules and procedures that groups use to enact and implement a BAF (List & Pettit, 2011: 60). Construed as linguistic entities, rules are not processes. But there are also exercises or applications of rules and procedures, and these entities might
be excellent examples of group belief-forming processes. They help to constitute an organization's "psychology." They may be conceptualized as computational operations of a group mind, operating (inter alia) on member belief profiles. Whether explicitly or implicitly, they apply procedures by which group BAFs are implemented.

With these points made, I shall now often talk as if a BAF is a belief-forming process (type). Of course, a belief aggregation function will be a belief-dependent kind of belief-forming process because the inputs to BAFs are beliefs (or doxastic states) of group members. A crucial step for epistemologists of collective justification is to establish criteria for justificationally desirable BAFs. Since reliabilist social epistemologists are interested in reliable processes, a precise criterion might be thought to require a fixed truth-ratio threshold of justifiedness. However, given the inherent vagueness of the notion of justifiedness the prospect of designating a specific threshold may be folly. Although we initially presuppose a fixed threshold in this section, a more flexible proposal will be made in section 9, where degrees of justifiedness are introduced. The central aspiration, of course, is to identify the general "shape" of group justifiedness under process reliabilism.

In the original formulation of process reliabilism two key conditions for justifiedness were presented, conditions that loom large for belief-dependent processes in particular. These two conditions can be formulated as follows (cf. Goldman, 1979).

(R1) If belief B is an output of belief-dependent process Π, B is justified only if
(A) all of the belief inputs to this operation of Π are themselves justified, and
(B) process-type Π is conditionally reliable.

(A process type is conditionally reliable IFF for a selected threshold T (> .50), at least T percent of the cases in which all input beliefs to the process are true are also cases in which the output belief is true.)

Conditions (R1) states two necessary conditions for individual justifiedness, applied to outputs of belief-dependent processes. Condition (R1)(A) is a justification transmission condition. It says, in effect, that premise beliefs must "contain justifiedness" in order to transmit justifiedness to the conclusion belief. Otherwise, where does the justificational "juice" come from? Moreover, in the case of inference it is plausible that an epistemic agent's conclusion belief is justified only if all premise beliefs of the inference are justified for the agent. If we introduce a counterpart condition for collective
belief aggregation, we need to consider exactly what that counterpart should be. Similarly, if we are to find a collective-domain parallel for the conditional reliability requirement of condition (R1)(B), we should specify -- or at least point in the direction of -- a suitable analogue of the conditional reliability requirement in the individual domain. These tasks are addressed in the next section.


A straightforward analogue of condition (R1)(A) for cases of group belief based on aggregation, might be (R1G)(A):

\[(R1G)(A) \text{ If a group belief } B \text{ in } P \text{ is generated by aggregating a profile of member attitudes vis-à-vis } P, \text{ belief } B \text{ is justified only if all members' beliefs in } P \text{ belonging to that profile are themselves justified.} \]

On reflection, however, should it be required that all beliefs (inP) by the members be justified? What warrants such a strong requirement? In the case of inferential justification, every premise used in the inference may be essential to drawing the conclusion, at least to make the conclusion highly likely. The falsity of a single premise might substantially lower the likelihood of the conclusion's truth. So we may reasonably hold the conclusion belief to be unjustified if any premise belief lacks justification. But if a group has a large number of members, a large proportion of whom justifiedly believe the target proposition P, is it really necessary that all such members believe P justifiedly in order for the group to believe P justifiedly?

For example, suppose that group G has 100 members, of which 60 believe P, 30 reject P, and 10 withhold judgment. Further suppose that under the governing BAF this attitude profile suffices to generate a belief in P by group G. Now suppose that 58 of the 60 members who believe P do so justifiedly, whereas none of the 30 P-rejections is justified. How should the group's P-belief be assessed in justificational terms? According to condition (R1G)(A), justifiedness is denied to G's P-belief because not all the members' beliefs in P are justified. This seems grossly over-demanding. Why couldn't some of them be considered "redundant"? Why isn't it sufficient for 58 of the 60 believers to be justified in believing P?
Until now we have been assuming a categorical, or binary, notion of justifiedness. That's how the theory of epistemic justification is usually discussed. A belief is either justified or unjustified and the problem is to specify the conditions for each. On reflection, however, maybe this problem is rather artificial. To the extent that we use the notion of justifiedness, or reasonableness, it is much easier to think of it as a matter of degree, a gradable notion rather than a categorical one. And this gradability approach seems more tractable than the categorical one when we are addressing groups with multiple members. Such groups will rarely display unanimity, and there is no obvious way to set a non-arbitrary threshold that would be essential for a categorical notion. Of course, the categorical notion of justification has been popular because of its presumed utility in defining knowledge ("S knows p only if S is justified in believing P"). But recent epistemologists have been attracted by degrees of justification even in their accounts of knowledge. Contextualists, for example, claim that the level of justification required for knowledge attribution varies with the conversational context (DeRose, 1992, 2009; Cohen, 1986). Within this tradition it is highly desirable to have a story about grades of justifiedness. If this holds for individual justifiedness, it might be even more imperative for group justifiedness, where the expected variation in groups inevitably makes categorical notions more difficult to employ.

I shall not attempt to sketch a full theory of justificational gradability. But a few sample principles are adduced to convey the flavor of what seems appropriate. Here I assume that members' doxastic attitudes have categorical J-status, and this assumption will be used in formulating plausible principles of graded J-status for group belief. Here is one such principle (which introduces two factors):

\[(GJ) \text{ If a group belief in P is aggregated based on a profile of member attitudes toward P, then (ceteris paribus) the greater the proportion of members who justifiedly believe P and the smaller the proportion of members who justifiedly reject P, the greater the group's level, or grade, of justifiedness in believing P.}\]

I further propose that J-status "facts" about the memberships' justificational profile vis-à-vis P are automatically transmitted from that profile vis-à-vis P to the group's J-status level with respect to P. In other words, suppose the group forms a belief in P based on a profile of attitudes held by its members. The group's belief output is a function of its BAF applied to the membership's attitude profile. But the membership's attitude profile per se tells us nothing about the J-statuses of these member attitudes, and nothing about the J-status of the group belief. The J-statuses of the members' attitudes will depend on
the processes by which they severally arrived at their respective attitudes. Similarly, the J-status of the

group belief will depend on the members' attitude profile and on the J-statuses of those attitudes.

Notice that although the J-status of a group belief depends on the J-statuses of its members' beliefs, the group need not be aware of the J-statuses of the several members' attitudes. The group belief

justificationally "profits" or "suffers" from the J-statuses of its members' attitudes because these statuses

are transmitted to the group's J-status. To take an example, the J-status of the Bush Administration's belief in the existence of WMD (in the hands of the Iraqi government) depended substantially on whether the technical experts who contributed to the Administration's opinion themselves had individual justification.

I turn now to the second necessary condition for the justifiedness (or a relatively high degree of justifiedness) of a group belief formed by belief aggregation. This is the conditional reliability condition appropriate for an aggregation process, which can be stated as follows:

(R2c)(B) A group belief G that is generated by the operation of a belief-aggregation process Π

is justified only if (and to the degree that) Π has high conditional reliability.

Conditional reliability as a requirement of justifiedness was originally inspired by two thoughts. The first is the guiding theme of process reliabilism, viz., that truth-conduciveness of the process(s) used is a key to the justifiedness of a token belief. For example, beliefs formed by perception (in normal conditions) are usually justified because perceptual processes are generally reliable processes. By contrast, beliefs formed by wishing thinking or idle speculation are unjustified because these kinds of belief-forming methods are generally unreliable. However, if truth-conduciveness is the main motif of process reliabilism, why should a theorist retreat to conditional reliability when it comes to belief-dependent processes like inference? The rationale is straightforward. When it comes to inferences (like many other things), "garbage in/garbage out" is an apt motto. If you start with false premises, you cannot expect inference to deliver true conclusions. In short, one cannot reasonably expect an inferential process to yield true beliefs as a general rule if it frequently starts with false premises. The only "fair" test of an inferential process is how often it delivers true conclusion beliefs when it is fed true premise beliefs to start with. This is what a conditional reliability condition requires, in the form it was originally proposed (Goldman 1979). Why shouldn't the same, or a similar, idea apply here? The requirement that an inference process map truths into truths -- more precisely, true beliefs into true
beliefs -- looks like a fair, not unduly demanding condition, yet still a substantial one, which can exclude the riff-raff among inferential processes. So it seems natural to apply it to the belief aggregation domain as well.

There are some differences, however, between inferential processes and belief aggregation processes. In the inference case a process would commonly start with a number of premise beliefs and end with a different conclusion belief (of the same agent). In the case of belief aggregation, by contrast, there is a potentially large number of individual agents with different attitudes toward a specified proposition plus a group agent that adopts one of these attitudes toward the same proposition. Achieving true-belief preservation here cannot be a matter of simply conforming to logical connections among propositions. A good BAF must be one that somehow "sees to it" that those group members who believe the truth, or are likely to believe the truth (given the route by which they arrived at their beliefs), have a suitable amount of influence on the group's attitude selection so that the group also believes the truth. This is what will capture the kind of conditional reliability appropriate to the belief aggregation domain. In short, for purposes of a reliabilist theory of justification for belief aggregation, conditional reliability should be interpreted not in terms of a requirement that all input beliefs of the members be true, but rather in terms of (enough) input beliefs having a high probability (or chance) of being true. As it happens, this might neatly fit the template presented by the Condorcet Jury Theorem.

Majoritarian voting is a widely touted belief aggregation process. Although voting is not the same as believing, it is instructive to consider majoritarian belief aggregation in the context of the well-known Condorcet Jury Theorem (CJT). CJT is often seen as a mathematical rationale for majority decision-making. Here I mean to observe that this rationale can also be interpreted in terms of conditional reliability. It nicely illustrates what might qualify as a good belief aggregation process because it approximates what a reasonable conception of conditional reliability might be for the domain of belief aggregation.

Details aside, CJT says that majority voting is a conditionally reliable aggregation procedure in that, conditional on voters' having a uniform competence greater than one half (e.g., prob = 0.52) for believing the truth about a target question, a group belief that emerges from a majoritarian aggregation procedure has an even higher probability of yielding the truth. Under a majoritarian aggregation rule, the group's probability of believing the truth swiftly approaches 1.0 as the group size increases. This is the sense in which a majoritarian process of belief aggregation is conditionally reliable. Where the
condition of uniform member competence is satisfied, the majoritarian process reliably leads to a high probability of the group belief's being true.

The reader might wonder why majoritarian aggregation is being credited only with conditional reliability. Isn't that an affront to its strength? Readers swept away by the putative "wisdom of the crowd" thesis, for example, might contend that a large group of independent individuals are unconditionally disposed to get the truth. Why is this special power of group decision-making being derogated by insistence on the qualifier "conditional"? The reason is simple. Majoritarian belief aggregation is not unconditionally reliable, that is, reliable under all conditions. In fact, it is as much conditionally anti-reliable as it is (positively) conditionally reliable. Specifically, if group members are uniformly incompetent, i.e., have a probability less than half of (independently) believing the truth, the probability of a majority-driven group believing what is true rapidly approaches zero as group size increases. This is why it would be excessive to require (as a condition of justifiedness) that a belief aggregation procedure be unconditionally reliable. Perhaps no such procedure is even possible. In any case, conditional reliability seems like an eminently appropriate requirement.

However, several addenda and qualifications must be entered here concerning the CJT and its applicability to our problem. First, in addition to the requirement that all members have a probability greater than half of being right, CJT also requires that the members' competences be independent of one another. Second, the original formulation of CJT is restricted to cases where there are only two options on the table. List and Goodin (2001) generalized the theorem so that it applies to cases involving more than two options, but it is still an open question whether this helps us in our problem area. Why should more than two options be a potential sticking point for our problem? Aren't we discussing cases where the truth or falsity of a single proposition is on the table? Doesn't this already restrict our problem to two options, unlike cases where, for example, voters choose from a list of three or more candidates?

No, the mere fact that we are dealing with true-or-false propositions does not eliminate the problem. Our epistemic agents, being doxastic decision makers, confront at least three possible attitudes to adopt, not two, viz., belief, disbelief, and suspension of judgment (agnosticism). In the CJT literature it is ordinarily assumed that each option on the table has some chance of being "right" or "correct". But no meaning can be attached to the idea of suspension, or agnosticism, being the "right", "correct", or "true" option. These are among the reasons why the CJT is not a perfect illustration of a conditionally reliable belief aggregation process. It is still a helpful illustration, however.
Of course, the conception of conditional reliability it introduces is not exactly the one introduced in connection with individual process reliabilism. In the original notion of conditional reliability, reliability is conditioned on the truth of all premise beliefs. In the CJT case reliability is conditioned on each group member possessing an objective chance (greater than half) of being right (plus these chances being held independently of one another). Although these are slightly different conceptions of conditional reliability, they are close enough to be members of the same family. This strikes me as sufficient to view the CJT approach to epistemic goodness as belonging to the same family as that of the conditional reliability approach to individual process reliabilism.

A final tweaking of the process reliabilist theory needs to be undertaken in the context of justified group belief based on aggregation. The need for this tweaking is also reflected in the CJT. One of the most important qualifications included in the CJT (mentioned earlier) is that members' beliefs (or judgments) be independent of one another. For example, if they all form their respective beliefs based on the same evidence, their belief-forming processes would not be independent. Hence, one cannot expect the group's likelihood of being right to be "boosted" in the same fashion as it would if all have entirely separate bodies of evidence. This is why CJT is correct only if it is subject to the independence requirement. This factor cannot be ignored in the present process reliabilist approach either.

Isn't this a serious threat, however, to the viability of process reliabilism in this terrain? Isn't it well known that reliabilism and evidentialism are entirely distinct -- indeed, opposed -- epistemological approaches? How can we contemplate incorporation of an evidentialist component in our theory and still label it "process reliabilism"? In fact, however, a synthesis of reliabilism and evidentialism is not unprecedented. I offered such a synthesis -- and a rationale for it -- in a recent paper (Goldman 2011b). I also pointed out that viewing states of mind as evidence (or states of evidence possession) is not foreign to the spirit of reliabilism, although it was never mentioned explicitly in early statements of reliabilism. When one considers that belief-forming processes need mental states as inputs, and those input states might be viewed as items of evidence or evidence possession, the notion that there is a fundamental gulf or opposition between process-elements and evidential elements evaporates. They can be quite complementary. However, fusing evidential factors and process factors into a unified theory of justifiedness is no simple task, and it will not be undertaken here. I flag the importance of evidential elements, however, because they cannot be ignored even within a predominantly process-oriented approach. For a more systematic treatment of evidence in the context of group justifiedness, see Lackey (forthcoming).
It is time to complete the general contours of (aggregation-based) group justifiedness by saying more about the left-most portion of Figure 1. This part of the diagram is only suggestive of the larger story. It depicts group members as forming beliefs in P and it labels some of those beliefs as justified and others as unjustified. What determines their J-statuses? In each case there will be a story about the cognitive route by which an individual arrives at his/her belief, some of them a series of reliable belief-forming processes and others a series of processes with mixed reliability. It could be that all or some of the members formed his/her beliefs "individualistically," without interacting with any group members. Other members may have had extended conversations or debates about P with other members before arriving at their current doxastic attitudes. Such activities should be considered parts of a deliberative process (among the members), but not parts of the group aggregation procedure that generates a collective doxastic attitude. These conversations and individual belief-forming processes are all parts of pre-aggregation processes. Thus, the full history of justificationally-relevant activities that culminate in a collective belief (with a particular J-status) is not exhausted either by the process depicted by the block arrow at the center of Figure 1 nor by the individual processes depicted at the left of the diagram. The full history would go back even further, requiring more space than the page allows. The full history would be a leftward spreading tree, with (finitely) many additional nodes and branches. This provides a glimpse of the reason that I call process reliabilism a historical approach to justifiedness.

10. Other Kinds of Reliable Aggregation Process Types

Let us now depart a bit from purely majoritarian aggregation processes and consider related belief aggregation processes discussed by philosophers and political theorists. Many of these approaches also view reliability, or truth conduciveness, as the fundamental epistemic aim. And although they rarely if ever mention justification as their targets of analysis, they strike me as kindred spirits to process reliabilism, at least with respect to belief aggregation.

Among the methods proposed for optimal reliable belief aggregation functions are ones involving the deployment of experts, who are given more than the customary amount of influence or weight in the aggregation process. In the usual majoritarian schemes, group members are all assigned equal weight in influencing a group choice. In other schemes, however, the system makes special use of experts to boost truth-getting properties of the group. Experts are understood (by definition) to have greater than average truth-getting competence, at least in their areas of expertise (Goldman, 2001). This
gives rise to systems in which the membership possesses heterogeneous levels of competence as opposed to a homogeneous level.

Bradley and Thompson (2012: 68-69) lay out several possible schemes in which even heterogeneous levels of competence across a membership can have epistemically superior properties for a group. What they call "oligarchic" schemes are voting rules that count only the votes of the most reliable members. A second category include schemes in which everyone's vote is counted but weighting rules assign different weights to different voters according to reliability. The oligarchic category includes expert majority rule, whereby a proposition is accepted by the group if it is accepted by a majority of its most reliable members. The weighting-rules category assigns weights to voters as a function of their respective competences or the log of their competences (Grofman et al., 1983). Then the weighted sum of all of the votes determines the group belief. Under certain assumptions, e.g., independence, any of these procedures yields a higher probability of a group belief's being true than a (rival) majority rule and/or an equal-weight system.

Returning to the issue of justifiedness, here is a key question. Suppose that one of these expertise-sensitive systems is adopted by a committee or political unit, and the designated experts really are more reliable than their co-members. Does the use of such a reliability-enhancing system generate greater (prima facie) justifiedness of a group belief than a less reliable system? I would say that it does generate greater justifiedness. In the preceding cases, certain facts pertaining to the membership's J-status profile -- including the kinds of evidence possessed by assorted members -- automatically influences the J-status of the group belief in a proposition P. Analogously, the facts that "ground" the reliability property of the expert-oriented system contribute positively -- and automatically -- to a positive J-status for the group's belief in P. It is automatic in the sense that the group itself need not have any belief about the correctness of the choice of this or that individual as an expert. Such higher-order beliefs are not needed for the system to be highly reliable and only high reliability is required to influence the J-status of the group's belief in P. This is quite consonant with the externalist character of process reliabilism.

Of course, if the group has "defeater" beliefs to the effect that some choices of people as (putative) experts are misguided, then such beliefs might lower the J-status of the group's belief in P. But it would not cancel the positive and automatic contribution of the de facto reliability of the weighted voting system. The defeater beliefs just compete with the de facto reliability of the system in influencing the ultima facie justifiedness of the group's P-belief. Finally, in saying that a group would
(ceteris paribus) have greater justifiedness in believing P based on a weighted voting scheme than on a
(less reliable) equal-weight voting scheme, this pertains only to epistemic justifiedness, not political (or
moral) justifiedness. There may be grounds to object to an "epistocracy" on moral or political grounds,
but the present question concerns epistemic character only.

11. Some Residual Issues

I conclude this essay with remarks on further issues that cannot be addressed in depth but should
not be wholly neglected. The general burden of this section is to support the claim that process
reliabilism is a fruitful approach to collective epistemology despite certain challenges that need to be
met.

The first challenge is the question of whether process reliabilism is applicable to all kinds of
groups to which collective beliefs are ascribed. How does it apply, for example, to loose assemblages
of individuals that might also be considered "plural subjects"? Are there causal processes that link
doxastic profiles of member beliefs to collective beliefs, processes that possess a determinate level of
conditional reliability? Consider all the people currently situated in Times Square, New York. It's a
hot day and they are all thinking it is hot. So we might describe the assemblage as having a collective
belief, "It is hot." Is there an aggregation procedure that causes such a plural-subject belief to be held?
This seems doubtful.

In this case, however, it is equally doubtful that the Times Square assemblage qualifies as a
genuine group, or the subject of a collective belief "It is hot". This is what has been called a merely
"summative" ascription to a group (Quinton 1975-76), not a genuine collective attitude. Since there is
no group attitude, the question of group justifiedness does not arise.

But suppose the Times Square assemblage "deliberates" with one another, now on another
subject. Suppose that a number of them spot a flying entity high up in the sky, and several cry out, "It's
an alien spaceship." Others are soon prompted to repeat the cry, "Look, an alien spaceship," and by a
process of contagion a large majority of them form the belief that an alien spaceship is approaching.
Here the assemblage acquires the character of a unified (or semi-unified) group, and more plausibly has
a genuine group belief. But is a belief aggregation function used to produce the belief? By assumption
this group formulates no formal belief aggregation rule, so how does our theory apply to it?
This kind of problem was already anticipated in section 3, where we broadened the notion of a BAF to include "functionally inexplicit organizational structures." As indicated there a BAF does not require a formula or formally instituted procedure that a group follows. It can instead be a dynamic pattern of interpersonal influence by which beliefs spread from some members to others. This might be considered a variant of the member-group aggregation process that constitutes a BAF for purposes of justification appraisal. And there are certainly causal processes at work there.

Alternatively, the pattern of dynamic interpersonal influence may be conceptualized as a pre-aggregation step on the road to group belief. In Figure 1 the left side depicts members forming individual beliefs by means of causal processes. These processes might not be wholly internal to the members. There might also be interpersonal processes involving contagion. There still needs to be a group aggregation process, even under this option, but the contagion processes would not comprise the aggregation process. The aggregation process would be some species of metaphysical event -- composition or constitution -- that generates a group belief without causing it.

Can process reliabilism live with the suggestion that some links or phases in the total process of group formation are non-causal phases? Why not? Why can't process reliabilism concede that in the alien spaceship example, individuals in Times Square communicate with one another and causally persuade a majority of them to believe that an alien spaceship approaches. At this juncture, with the group having formed a suitable "unity" (however that happens), a metaphysical step of composition or constitution occurs in which the numerous individual beliefs generate a collective belief. Process reliabilism can accept the presence of a non-causal aggregatone link because it is only one link in a series of processes most of which are causal. This leaves ample room to appraise the collective belief by means of the reliability of the historical process that leads to it. Given these various options, process reliabilism need not fret unduly over cases involving collective beliefs by loose assemblages of people. In any event they are only borderline or limiting cases of collective beliefs that are candidates for justificational appraisal. If they are not a perfect fit with the mold of the best candidates for such appraisal, this should be neither a surprise nor a serious concern.

I turn next to a different issue concerning the application of process reliabilism to collective-level epistemology. The focus thus far has been the vertical dimension of group belief formation. What about the horizontal dimension, in which inference or reasoning occurs within a group mind? Presumably, social process reliabilism implies that the J-statuses of collective inferential beliefs are a function of the belief-forming processes that produce them. Is this applicable at the level of collective
belief? One question is whether a causal-process model of collective propositional attitudes is really appropriate. A second question is whether -- assuming such a model is appropriate -- it is the causal processes that are specifically relevant to the J-statutes of the collective beliefs they generate. The second of these questions will be briefly addressed here.

I argue that the J-status of an inferential belief does depend on the properties of the causal process responsible for generating it. I shall use an example of an individual cognizer, but the point readily generalizes to groups -- at any rate, groups capable of inference or reasoning. Suppose that Chad justifiably believes two propositions of the form "P or Q" and "not-Q". Suppose further that he uses these beliefs to infer a belief in P. However, he doesn't use the "process" of disjunctive syllogism to draw this inference. Instead, he uses a process that overgeneralizes disjunctive syllogism. It is a psychological propensity of his to view as valid any inference from two premises of the form "P $ Q" and "not-Q" to a conclusion of the form "P", where "$" is replaceable by any binary truth-functional connective (disjunction, conjunction, material conditional, etc.). If this is the process he uses, intuitively his conclusion belief is not doxastically justified (although somebody else could have used the same premises to arrive at the same conclusion justifiedly). Chad's problem is his use of a flawed belief-forming process. His "dollar-sign" inferential process is not conditionally reliable. Applied to a range of easily constructible examples (with true inputs), its set of outputs would have a rather low truth-ratio. Clearly, it is this conditionally unreliable process that explains the unjustifiedness of his belief in P. What else might be driving our intuition here?

Could a group epistemic agent exemplify the same case? Why not? Of course, there must be machinery, whether human, silicon, or what have you, to ground the group's hypothetical mimicking of Chad. But as long as we understand the way it works (which computations are being executed, if you will), we will deem the inference type to be a bad one. And conditional unreliability of the inference pattern is an obvious rationale for dismissing it as defective.

I turn next to memory. Assume that epistemologists like me are right to think that a transmission principle is commonsensically used to impute a J-status to a belief at time \( t_n \) that duplicates the content of a belief held earlier, at time \( t_o \). The question is: Is there an underlying process assumption that underlies this memory transmission principle? If we were given a case in which no retention process is at work, would we respond differently? And might this be detectable in a group agent example?

A good test case would be one in which there are accidental content replacements in the same "container". In a group agent case, a relevant scenario would be one in which individuals who represent
the group (in important ways) are continually leaving or joining the group in such a fashion that the group never ceases to have a certain belief content represented but there are no causal links between their being so represented; it's just a matter of chance. Intuitively, I suggest, this would not be regarded as memory. What would be missing is an operative process that reliably maintains the content "in place" from moment to moment. This is how we conceptualize memory, I suspect, and the notion of process is central to it.

Here is a final thought in a different vein, concerning the feature of historicity distinctive to process reliabilism. A critic might complain that the historical approach to justification embedded in process reliabilism is unsatisfactory because it includes the cognitive biographies of individual epistemic agents, distinct from the group agent whose J-properties are in question. It is fine to track the J-status of a belief backwards as long as one stays within the target agent whose belief is in question. Going any further back, however, would be going too far! Yet that is precisely what we are proposing for the J-assessment of collective beliefs. We are proposing (in Figure 1) that a collective belief's J-status depends in part on the history that takes place within the members but outside the group. This is surely wrong, contends the critic.

I can understand and appreciate this sentiment; occasionally I feel it myself. But "classical" process reliabilism already made room for precisely this ecumenical sentiment. "What Is Justified Belief?" already distinguished between two forms of reliabilism: historical and terminal-phase reliabilism (Goldman, 2012: 42-43). As the label suggests, terminal-phase reliabilism makes a J-status assessment depend on how well the agent performs given the (evidential) resources available at the final phase of belief formation. Historical reliabilism, by contrast, highlights how well the agent proceeds at all of the decision points leading up to as well as including the final phase. Each approach has some claim to being a satisfactory explication of "justified," where justifiedness is construed broadly as a state that results when one proceeds appropriately given one's evidence, perspective, or starting point. An assessor's choice of a starting point can be flexible, leaving room for both the historical account and the terminal-phase account.
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List and Pettit (2011) use the term "judgment" rather than "belief." The trouble with "judgment," however, is that its referent is ambiguous as between a speech act and a psychological state. Although speech acts can be evaluated in epistemic terms, as are beliefs, the criteria for speech act evaluation seem quite different than those for belief evaluation. So I shall generally avoid the term "judgment."

I will not be assuming that a group belief in a proposition requires that all members of the group believe it. Thus, my examples will not fit with Gilbert's (1989) model. Indeed, although Gilbert uses the language of "group belief", her "joint acceptance" view is best seen as a theory of group action rather than group belief, because "acceptances" in her treatment are verbal expressions (see 1989, p. 306).

I set aside here problems about "transmission failure" of the sorts that preoccupy Crispin Wright (2002, 2003) and others.

For one thing it is possible to produce examples in which JAF-1 would assign positive J-status for group beliefs in each of an inconsistent set of propositions. This might well preclude its acceptability as a correct JAF. Here is such an example provided by David Christensen (personal communication). Continuing with the British Museum example, suppose that each group of guards has done some elementary reasoning and are justified in the results. Assume that the 40 guards in the remaining group (who don't suspect A, B, or C) justifiedly believe that no guard is planning to steal. As before, let proposition T = "At least one guard is planning to steal. Since T is justifiedly believed by each member of the first three groups of guards, this is a total of 60 guards, so the group justifiedly believes it. Next consider another proposition, "T \rightarrow (B \lor C)" (where the arrow represents the material conditional). This proposition is justifiedly believed the 40 guards who suspect B and C. It is also justifiedly believed by the 40 guards who don't believe that anyone is planning a theft. So it is justifiedly believed by 80 guards. So the group justifiedly believes this as well. Finally, consider a third proposition, "\neg(B \lor C)". This is justified believed by the 20 guards who suspect A and by the 40 guards who believe that no one will make a theft. This makes sixty guards, so the group justifiedly believes this third proposition as well. Hence, the group justifiedly believes an inconsistent set of proposition, when JAF-1 is used. This result may well demonstrate the unacceptability of JAF-1. (However, in light of the many impossibility results associated with judgment aggregation principles -- see List and Pettit, 2011 -- we should not reject such principles too hastily, even ones with unattractive properties).

What this implies is that what are called "justification aggregation functions" in the middle sections of the paper are really best viewed as conditional justification aggregation functions. They indicate when a group belief is justified conditional on the J-statuses of the input members beliefs. The aggregation function or process at the "terminal phase" of a group process of belief formation does not all by itself determine
the J-status of the output group belief. A J-status for the group belief is partly a function of the JAF used but also partly a function of the J-statuses of the inputted member beliefs.

6  Throughout I confine the discussion to "doxastic" justifiedness rather than "propositional" justifiedness. Presumably the theory on which I shall focus has decent ways to explain propositional justifiedness in terms of doxastic justifiedness. At least so I proposed in Goldman (1979).

7  Like almost all theories of justifiedness, the distinctive parts of process reliabilism must be supplemented with a component that takes account of defeaters. We will turn to defeaters in due course. To get started, however, the need to handle them will be set aside.

8  Which is the relevant domain is a question that confronts reliabilism. It might be the actual world (past, present and future), it might be a selected portion of environments in the actual world, or it might be some class of possible worlds more inclusive than the actual world. I don't try to resolve this question here.

9  Although the processes are "individual," this does not preclude their being related to other people. Indeed, the processes might take as inputs the reception of testimonial acts of others, so they could be embedded in larger, deliberative processes. The important point is that these processes, represented by dashed arrows, are not "vertical" processes, which support a mapping from individual doxastic attitudes to group doxastic attitudes. Only the block arrow in Figure 1 represents a vertical process.

10 Actually, degrees of justification are very easily handled in process reliabilist terms. Ceteris paribus, the higher the truth-ratio of a belief-forming process, the greater the justifiedness of the beliefs it generates. However, this approach presupposes the correctness of process reliabilism, so doubters of this approach might not be cheered by this account.

11 This principle and the one that follows both use a categorical notion of justifiedness (with respect to members' beliefs) and a graded notion of justifiedness (with respect to group belief). It is arguable that this is objectionable, and if so new principles would have to be devised that employ graded justifiedness throughout. I leave this task for another day, or for others.

12 Of course, if a group does happen to have a higher-order belief about these features of the membership's justificational profile, such a higher-order belief would influence the J-status of its belief in P. But this does not conflict with the transmission of the membership's J-profile. Transmission does not imply total determination, just default determination.

13 My treatment of the WMD example assumes throughout that the Bush Administration genuinely believed that the Iraqis had WMD. An alternative possibility, of course, is that
they merely pretended to believe it and made public pronouncements accordingly. While historically quite possible, this scenario would eliminate a collective belief for us to evaluate; so I ignore it.

14 Moreover, while Condorcet's original theorem assumed a uniform level of competence greater than one-half, this condition can be relaxed. It is sufficient that the mean probability of being right for each individual be above one half. See Grofman, Owen, and Feld (1983).

15 More generally, belief states of a cognizer may include justified beliefs that represent external states of affairs and thereby constitute states of evidence possession, where the items of evidence possessed are the represented external facts. Comesana (2010 ) is another proposal by a reliabilist to synthesize reliabilism and evidentialism, although Comesana's rationale for such a synthesis is quite different from mine.

16 List and Pettit discuss the deployment of experts under the heading of "epistemic gains from decentralization" (2011: 95-97). Suppose that a group seeks to form a belief on a certain conclusion based on k premises. Instead of inviting each group member to make a judgment about each premise, the group might be partitioned into k sub-groups, one for each premise, whose members specialize on that premise and make a judgment on it alone.

17 This problem was pressed upon me by Holly Smith and Frederick Schmitt.

18 The example is drawn from Goldman 2012: 7.

19 I am greatly indebted to Jennifer Lackey for valuable comments on two earlier versions of this paper, as well to Holly M. Smith and Fred Schmitt for exceedingly helpful comments during various periods of my research on this material. Predecessors of this paper were presented at the American Philosophical Association (Central Division), College de France (Paris), King's College London, a graduate student discussion group at Rutgers University, a conference in Bled, Slovenia on "Evidence, Reliabilism, and Social Epistemology," the Inter-American Congress of Philosophy in Salvador, Brazil, and a social epistemology workshop at Arche Research Center, University of St. Andrews. Audiences provided helpful comments and suggestions at each of these venues.